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I am Matt Mason and I am volunteering to run for President of ASCNE.  I have been an active member of 

ASCNE for over 20 years and have owned, trained and competed with many Aussies over the past 28 

years having purchased my first one during Veterinary School,  Propwash Marco Polo.  I never could 

have imagined back then how important these dogs would become in my life, but he and many others 

taught me to appreciate this breed with their many talents and the diversity of the people that enjoy 

them.  

When I joined ASCNE, I was one of the “young ones” and the club became a great source of friendship 

and a hobby that provided new experiences and opportunities to work with and learn about the various 

aspects of the breed.    I attended a lot of Conformation shows and watched Obedience matches  in awe 

of handlers  while I did my best to develop obedient companion Aussies thru a local obedience 

organization.  A lot of my early volunteer time to ASCNE was with the rescue program that was 

maintained by the club.  As a veterinarian, I was able to provide surgical and medical care for Aussies in 

need of a second chance while also fostering many of them.  Unfortunately not all were adoptable but 

the ASCNE Rescue volunteers did their best  for many adoptable Aussies that needed a  chance.    It was 

not easy, but it was rewarding to work with the talents and resources of various club members to help 

these dogs as well as educate the humans that adopted them into their lives.     

As I became more involved with ASCNE, I was introduced to the stockdog   program and I admit that I 

was bitten by the bug.   The program in New England was in its infancy and a lot of help was recruited to 

pull off events, and I joined the efforts without regrets so that I could learn more and eventually be able 

to compete.  I have been the CD for many arena trial weekends as well as more recent farm trial 

programs.  I have hosted numerous herding clinics over the years for ASCNE as well as club meetings 

and “try it” days.  Livestock availability for stockdog trials was always an issue to pull off events and I 

decided to help the cause by raising sheep and ducks and eventually cattle and goats to be used for 

events to further promote ASCA and ASCNE events.    In spite of volunteering for ASCNE in my “time off” 

from a busy veterinary practice, I managed to compete well in stockdog events and succeeded in 

completing 11 WTCH titles, with two dogs qualifying for the Finals in 2009 in all three livestock.    

Volunteering and involvement in ASCNE has introduced me to many people and activities over the years 

and I would not trade those experiences for anything.  The club developed from people that stepped 

forward over the years to selflessly organize and run events for the benefit of everyone because if they 

did not volunteer, then events would not have happened and ASCNE would not have developed.   I 

would like to provide similar opportunities to future generations based upon volunteerism from 

everyone and appreciation of successful events for many to enjoy.  I have been an active member of the 

ASCNE BOD as the Secretary for the past two years and I am willing to volunteer my time for another 

two years to help promote ASCNE thru competitive and educational events for many dog owners while 

continuing to be fiscally responsible for the future of ASCNE. 

 


